
Robert Smith 
Breakfast Manager I

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Current objective is to excel in whatever field working in. Create a rich field 
of job experience for future positions, not opposed to accepting any new 
challenges. Previous experience is food service and hospitality related. 
Looking to explore retail or office options.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Manager I
ABC Corporation -   March 2014 – April 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Assisted in ordering supplies for the kitchen and keeping to brand 
standards.

 Responsible for stocking, taking inventory of all related orders, and 
doing other maintenance needed to prepare the kitchen, breakfast bar, 
and dining room.

 Responsible for restocking the bar, making coffee, heating, cooking 
food, general cleaning, dishwashing, and attending to guests needs.

 Assisted guests with most matters outside the breakfast department, 
such as occasionally checking them in or out of stay, helping locate 
facilities, and doing regular houseman type duties in the lobby.

 Observed and tested foods to determine if they have been cooked 
sufficiently, using methods such as tasting, smelling, or piercing them 
with utensils.

 Substituted for or assisedt other cooks during emergencies or rush 
periods.

 Tested cooked food by tasting and smelling to ensure palatability and 
flavor conformity.

Breakfast Manager
Delta Corporation -   2012 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Cooked and prepared food for customers.
 Waitered the customers clean up area, restocked food and beverages.
 Washed and restocked dishes.
 Cooked clean safe audits and maintained proper food temps.
 Opened the store and prepared store and equipment for the day.
 Assisted customers with remarkable experience.
 Assisted the store manager with keeping count of stock and counting 

down truck shipments.

Education

Associate In Computer Science - 2011(Southern Union State 
Community College - Wadley, AL)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Ms Word, Ms PowerPoint,
Customer Service, Self-
Starter.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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